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VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC
HYDRO P - Door inside 

        

   

Product price:  

1.171,23 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO P - Door inside 

VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO - Door inside: The IceMaker 12Vdc series continues
excellence, with a refined stainless steel design and
a reliable and user-friendly ice-making system. Whether in the HYDRO or REFILL version,
VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO offers superior performance and quality that stands out in
the industry.

With features like Door Outside and Door Inside, VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO provides
a versatile solution for boat water connection.
Thanks to its capacity of up to 4 kg/24h and dual thermostat, VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL
HYDRO ensures consistent ice production and optimal ice preservation.
With VITRIFRIGO IM CL HYDRO (12Vdc), you get a reliable and high-quality ice maker designed
to meet the most demanding needs at sea.

The VITRIFRIGO ice maker stands out for its excellent technical features, including a total
capacity of 24 liters and a net weight of 26 kg.
With a nominal power consumption of 180W and efficiency powered by 12Vdc, this device,
VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO,
offers ice production of up to 4 kg in just 24 hours. With compact dimensions of 387 mm width,
641 mm height, and 370 mm depth,
the VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO represents the ideal solution to efficiently and reliably
meet ice production needs.

Technical Specifications VITRIFRIGO IM CLASSIC CL HYDRO (12Vdc):

Total capacity: 24
Power supply: 12 Vdc
Nominal consumption: 180 W
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Ice production Kg/24h: up to 4
Total width: 387 mm
Total depth: 370 mm
Total height: 641 mm
Net weight: 26 Kg

Are you looking for a product with different technical features? Here you can find the entire
VITRIFRIGO range or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 370
Width (mm): 387
Height (mm): 641
Dry weight (Kg): 26
Feed Type: 12 Vdc
Product type: Ice maker
Ice production (Kg/24h): 4
Nominal consumption: 180W
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